Kitehawk Learning Spelling Program
Dictation Exercises
Choose sentences from the following or create your own sentences.
Unit 1-07

[Words not used: but, web, jump, dip]

1. The cup is in the box.
2. Is the bull fat?
3. He had a big cup in the bag.
4. The man had a bad cut.
5. The bull that the bus hit had a bad cut.
6. He let the men pull the net from the dam.
Unit 1-08

[Word not used: hid]

1. The cat can jump in the mud.
2. Did the man sell the big fan?
3. It was luck that the fan did not hit the web.
4. He let the gas run from the tap.
Unit 1-09

[Word not used: hip]

1. The mad duck can dig.
2. Can dad sell the big jet?
3. He had a net in the dam.
4. The bat is on the mat.
5. Dad was mad that he had to sell the big bull.
6. The lip of the bull was cut on the pot.
7. The duck hit the big jet.
Unit 1-10
[Word not used: am]
Language connection: (plurals) men
1. The men went on the bus.
2. Did the girl sell a lot of jam?
3. The girl went to tell the men to fix the bell.
4. The man hit his rib on the tap.
Unit 1-11

[Word not used: web]

1. The girl fed the duck.
2. The duck is on the nest.
3. You can rip the end of the bag?
4. He had to test the six big jets.
5. The men fed the bull at the end of the test.
6. The men sent the girl to pat the dog.
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Unit 1-12

[All words used.]

1. The mess is next to the bin.
2. His job was to sell the sand.
3. The kid had a pet rat.
4. The man cut his leg on the bin.
5. The man sent the bag of rags to the next tip.
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